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                        HEBREWS CHAPTERS 4:14 –  6:18 

 

Many of you are aware of the sandwich technique if you 

have something tricky you need to raise with someone.  

You start off by saying something nice. Then you raise the 

point of correction, then you end with encouragement.   

The writer of Hebrews must have known about the 

sandwich technic because he uses it here.   

He starts of developing his theme about Jesus being our 

great high priest.  Then he abruptly changes tack and  

brings a pretty strong word of criticism to his reader.     

Then he  goes back to his theme about Jesus as high priest.   

There just doesn’t seem a lot of connection between the 

two topics.   So lets follow the sandwich  that the writer 

gives us 

The encouragement.   4:14-16   Have you Ever noticed that 

we have a tendency towards critical judgement in things we 

have not experienced.   I.e. If you have not suffered 

depression  (as I have)  it is easy to say,    Oh, it is just in 

their head.   They just need to trust God more.     They just 

need to get their act together.           If you have not 

suffered deep grief for a loved one, it is easy to be 

internally critical of someone who two years later is still 

struggling to come to terms with what has happened  

It is just human nature that we tend to struggle to identify 

with a person’s pain and struggle unless we ourselves have 

experienced it.    This high priest (Jesus) understands our 

weaknesses.  The  word used is both physical weakness i.e.    

sickness, emotional weakness,  and moral weakness, i.e. the  

temptation to sin.     

Jesus experienced all of this.     So he  gets whatever it is 

that we are struggling with at the moment.     He does not 

sit in on gold throne and condemn us and criticize us.    He 

gets it because he has experienced the reality of humanity.  

Of being bone weary, of being hungry, of being frustrated.  

Of being let down and hurt and betrayed.  Of deep pain.   Of 

temptation to do his own thing.      

The encouragement is we can come into the very presence 

of God in total honesty because he gets it.   We don’t need 

to pretend.     We don’t need to worry that God will 

condemn us because he doesn’t really understand what it is 

like to be us.     Our tendency is to drift away from God or 

even to run from God.   But the writer is saying we can cling 

to him and trust him.       He will not condemn us in our 

weakness and sin.    He will extend mercy.       And we will 

find help when we need it.        When we come to him , he 

will  give us what we need to persevere and to get through 

the struggle we are facing.    

The correction   5:11 – 6:3    Basically the writer says they 

are immature.    He is not confident they can handle what 

he is telling them.  He says, you have been taught the basics 

but you are not following them   Then he lists 6 basics.     

Big debate about this list.  Is this a comprehensive list?  

(probably not)     And two of the things on the list don’t 

seem that basic. 

The importance of turning from evil deeds and putting faith 

in God seem basic.   But instruction in baptisms and laying 

on of hands??  

What does he mean by baptisms?   Big debate.   Likely it is 

around the idea of being baptized once as a Christian and 

that we don’t need repeated washings, like was practiced in 

Judaism, with ceremonial cleansings.   So part of the basics 

was a clear break  from Judaism.         

What about the Laying on of hands.   This is a  bit strange.     

There are ty3 types of laying on of hands in Bible.    1.Laying 

on of hands for blessing, prayer or healing.  2.  Laying on of 

hands associated with the filling of the Holy Spirit. 3.  Laying 

on of hands for the setting someone aside for ministry.   

This reference seems most likely to be linked to the Holy 

Spirit and teaching around the work of the Spirit in  our life. 

Then the last two ‘basics’ are the resurrection of the dead 

and eternal judgement.  This is more foundation; that Jesus 

has defeated death and  that a  day is coming when Christ 

will return  and bring judgement .     (but this is not talked 

about as much today despite  Jesus emphasis.   

What is really Interesting is how he defines maturity.  

Mature people can: Discern what is right  Ch 5v14   Do what 

is right  Ch 5v14   Be able to teach others.   Ch 5v12 

We need to remember  thee readers had been facing 

persecution for their faith.    They had not faced death, but 

they were getting sig.  heat for being Christians.  But  in the 

face of this persecution, some were deciding it was easier 

to just blend in to the society around.  If you blend in , then 

you will not be target.    

So writer is saying maturity is the ability to see what is 

God’s way versus the way of the world.     Maturity is 

actually putting  faith into action   Maturity is not just 

receiving  teaching but helping mentor and disciple others.      

To Sum up this correction:  Don’t stagnate.     Keep growing 

in faith, and  in the word.      Why do we need to keep 

growing in the Word?    Because what we believe impacts 



 

our behavior.  When truth is deeply imbedded in us, it 

changes what we do. 

Are you growing spiritually?   Both in truth and in action?     

The bit about -  if the listeners were mature they would be 

teaching others -  is telling.  Many of us have been 

Christians for many years.     Each of us  should be 

mentoring and encouraging younger Christians.         

This is what intergenerational  faith looks like.  It is not just 

about youth and children, although that is important.      It 

is about the one generation of Christians mentoring the 

next.          Who are you inputting into?      It is a great way 

to sharpen our own faith as well when we are asked 

difficult questions that maybe we have never grappled with 

before.   Maturity involves giving not just always receiving.   

The encouragement    Ch 6:18-20 

Readers might be feeling a bit rattled at this point.      Is it 

all up to me?    Are we not up to scratch?    Yes we have to 

respond to the gospel but the writer want to reassure them 

that it is God is doing the real work here.   He says we can 

have this incredible confidence because God is unchanging 

and cannot lie. V 13-18   He is all powerful  and  

unchanging.    

Then he refers to this great promise.  V18.  What is the 

promise?   It is the promise that the work of Jesus Christ is 

sufficient.    That the work of the cross means we can come 

into the very throne room of the presence of God.   The 

reference to the curtain was the curtain in the old temple 

that separated the Holy of Holy’s inner court from the outer 

court.   A priest could only enter the inner part once a year 

on the day of Atonement.   We now have access to God face 

to face as it were, and with that comes all the resources of 

God. 

So there is huge hope here.      It is not a worldly hope.   Like 

I hope I win lotto, even though deep down we know that is 

unlikely.    This is a hope that comes from the work of 

Christ, and from revelation.     

This hope means that our current circumstances can never 

define us.   Maybe you are sick or suffering at the moment.   

And it has gone on for years.    But as Christians our hope 

says that this sickens does not define us.     WE are not 

defined by what we can do.  We might be   Wheel chair 

bound, bed ridden, or unable to play sport.    But we are not 

defined by these thigs.   We are defined by the fact we are 

children of God.  And we are defined by the fact that we 

have a future where our current disability will be gone 

Maybe we  have stuffed up  badly in the past, and we are 

now paying the price for that.     Maybe in our marriage,   or 

legally or at work or morally.   However it is we have stuffed 

up  this does not define us .   Christ has washed us clean 

and given us a new life.    We are not defined by what we 

did in the past. 

Maybe we are struggling with an addiction.      However 

hard we try, it seems to always beat us.   Addiction 

counselling will get us  to say,  I am an addict.    While there 

is a truth to that it  is not the definition of who we are.    

We are a son or  daughter of God.   That is the defining 

truth of who we  are.      Even if you remain an addict all our 

life on earth, it will not be part of our future.    

Maybe you are trying to find security in your job or  

material things.   These people were feeling distinctly 

insecure because those things were under threat from 

persecution.      But even if you have all those things, you 

will never find security in them.     One flood can wipe out  a 

business  ,one accident can wreck your future, one 

accusation can wreck your career, one diagnosis can turn 

your world upside down. 

But we have this strong anchor for our souls: that Jesus 

Christ has lifted us to be children of God and allowed us 

access to the very heart of God.     And God is good and will 

never fail us because he is faithful,. 

Conclusion     #  A great high priest.    A God who 

completely gets us and want to help us and that we can 

come to with total confidence.      #   A warning to not 

stagnate.   Not to just be hearer of the word.    But to be 

doers and to be teaching others.  #   A hope that will sustain 

us no matter what life throws at us.   A word of correction,  

sandwiched between two truth of huge encouragement to 

us.      
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R E F LE C T I O N  +  D I S C U S S I O N  

1. What area of your life brings you the most internal 
condemnation?   I.e. what is it causes  you to typically  
feel bad about yourself? 

2. What puts you off coming “boldly” to the throne of 
God? 

3. We will find grace to help us when we need it.  Ch 
4v18  What does this mean and look like in practise? 

4. What do you make of how the writer defines Christian 
maturity?   What do you think makes a Christian 
mature? 

5. Talk about how we could develop a culture where more 
mature Christians mentor younger ones.  What would 
this look like?  What are the hindrances to this?  What 
scares you about this?  

6. What shakes your confidence in God?   How do we 
access that “anchor for our souls”?  
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